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The human brain processes what it sees 
60,000 times faster than what it reads.



When a prospect or the public 
sees your port’s logo, 

signage, brochure, website, 
advertisement, or proposal for the first time…



They make a subconscious decision 
about your port…



in just 3 seconds.



Let’s do an experiment.
Can I have 3 seconds 
on the clock please?



Washington Public Ports Association  
promotes the interests of the port 
community through effective government 
relations, ongoing education, and strong 
advocacy programs, contributing to 
strengthening our state's economy and 
maintaining our quality of life in 
Washington state.

Currently, there are 75 public port districts 
in Washington. Large and small, east and 
west, Washington’s ports are active in 
many different areas of economic 
development, providing jobs and economic 
stimulation for their communities.



What did you see on screen?



“Good design reduces mental effort 
and makes it easier (for decision-makers)

to take the desired action.”
—Nathalie Nahai, BSc Psychology

University of Birmingham, UK



Is your port’s visual brand 
in alignment?



How do you know?
First, determine criteria.



Setting Brand Communication Criteria
ü What is unique about your port and its infrastructure and services?

ü Where is your port headed in the future? (Vision)

ü What is the climate of your constituents?

ü What type of business do you want to attract?

ü What traits/attributes does your port need to project?



Review Your Brand to the Criteria
ü Port Logo

ü Identity Package/BCs

ü Brochures and Sales Materials

ü Proposal and Contracts

ü Building and site signage

ü Vehicle identification

ü Website 

ü Print Advertising

ü Digital Marketing

ü Social Media & Video



Do your current brand image 
and materials communicate 

the impression you need?
(big, small, urban, rural… match to the criteria)



Line up your logo 
and branding materials

with those of your competitors.



Based solely on the 
impression of these materials,

who would you select?
(Which quickly conveys the best impression to customers)



Once upon a time…



“For the first time, 
our organization looks

as good as it is.”



Here’s an example 
from port client in Moses Lake























Is it time to consider 
rebranding your own port?



Would your work be easier 
if you gained positive control 

of those critical first 3 seconds 
of customer engagement?



Would your port’s staff, customers, 
and relationships be stronger

with a brand that’s in alignment 
with your port’s goals and vision?



The first 3 seconds 
of an engagement are yours.



Make them count 
with a more effective brand image.
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